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About This Game

Steel Empire is a steam punk shoot'em up game featuring a frantic combat filled with powerful enemies and insane obstacles.
Enjoy a beautiful world and retro game-play as you dodge and shoot your way through classical stages. Choose one of 4

difficulty settings according to your set of skills and fight the evil empire! See how well you did using the Replay Mode and
show your worth by getting all achievements.

Originally released on the Sega Genesis / Mega Drive consoles in 1992, it was later ported to the Nintendo Game Boy Advance
in 2004 and to the Nintendo 3DS in 2014, and now is coming to PC!

Choose to fly one of two classes of fighter aircraft: the Etopirica (ET-02R), a small and a fast plane, or the Zappellon, a slower
but more resistant zeppelin. You fly in only one direction, but you can fire from behind as well as ahead. Levels are divided into
a few stages to complete, each with their own boss before moving onto the next level. After a level is complete, you can change

your craft, watch a replay, continue the game in your current craft, or save your progress.

During the game there is a certain number of lives and continues at your disposal. Once the health bar is depleted, a life is lost
with a play continuing normally. If all lives are used, you can hit a continue, which will restart at either the beginning or

midpoint of a stage depending on how far you were. When all continues are expended, the game is over.
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To increase your firepower, collect powerups such as experience points, health, bombs or additional lives.

Complete remake truthful to the original game, based on 3DS version with improved graphics and controls

Side-scrolling shoot'em up game, originally released on Sega Genesis and later on Game Boy Advance and Nintendo
3DS

7 complex stages full of adrenaline-pumping action and boss fights

Collect special power-ups and increase your firepower with a level-up system (up to 20 levels)

Steam Achievements & Trading Cards

Full controller support

The classic is back!
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Title: Steel Empire
Genre: Action
Developer:
Mebius
Publisher:
Teyon
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Core2Duo 2.6Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GPU with DirectX11 support

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: Sound Card with DirectSound support

English
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Fun and cheap :P. Action, reflex, tactics..

oh, nice color effects, also ;). Like Mini-Pack 1, a trio of new decks with a hero, villain, and enrivonment.

Scholar transforms into different phases of matter via the Philosopher's Stone. He can take and dish out a lot of damage, but
he's at the mercy of ongoing and environment cards. His variant is capable of duplicating one of his most powerful damage-
dealing cards for a powerful finishing move.

Miss Information starts as an unhittable target, and only by finding clues can you take her on directly. As a false ally to the
Freedom Five, she knows a lot of heroes' weaknesses.

The Final Wasteland is the Earth at the end of time, now only populated by cryptids and rat beasts. If there are a lot of weak
villain targets, you can make the environment work well for you.

Again, not a weak deck in the set.. I bought this DLC for the hell of it honestly (and while it was on sale). The small toy trains
provided with it will negociate the tight turns and sharp grades without any problems.
But for me, the best part is to attempt driving realistic trains on such a small track.

Looks it's best with the season set to winter obviously.

One sore point for me is that the provided locomotives do NOT have a cab view.. I love this game!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Lowest
difficulty is still too difficult, to the point this isn't even fun. This will only be aggravating for casual players. Game moves too
fast for average players and causes the learning curve to be too steep.. The game has very nice style, but the gameplay is
questionable. Reload mechanics seems like a placeholder and there is little strategy. Although it is clear, that a lot of work was
put in this tower defence, so still recommend.. I enjoyed this game a lot, the puzzles were well designed with logical answers and
the atmosphere was great. I completed the game in 8 hours with some side exploring. I recommend this to fans of puzzle games
and hope for more games like this from the publisher in the future.. If you like crafting, thats a game for you. Its an Early access
of course, more content coming but already have lot of things to do and to craft. Dev is on the touch, listen to players and
welcome people on the server. World as is vast (25km^2) and have many differents biomes that can affect the player like being
cold or sweating. The theme of the Stone Age is really interesting. I just love it.. It cracks me up how so many people have such
negative comments about this game....its EARLY ACCESS PEOPLE and yes there is still alot to be done and its just a glimpse
of whats to come...be glad its free and quit complaining and be patient...so far i think it looks pretty good...really missed PS-
HOME so im glad there bringing something similar...i will definately be patient for this one :-)
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Its just a good FreeLC, something they should have done a long time ago. 5 minutes play, 4 minutes trying to figure out how to
attach guns to the ship, very clunky, so just went into the game with no guns was sp bored trying to attach them. I get it , you
need power etc and build your ship, but it just wasn't easy to stick the pieces together, refunding, sad because I liked the look of
this game. Needs menus polishing and the ship build mechanic reworking imho :\/ I may be the lowest common denominator,
but a game needs to have instant playability, not frustration at clucking the controllers together, which is what I mainly
experienced :\/. This game is simple, but as it is simple, is beautiful. Hope there are new versions so there are corrections in
some things, I definitely recommend. Crashed within minutes of opening three times in a row, so for that reason, I can't
recommend. First impressions, though... It seemed okay from the training level (the only section I was able to actually get
through quickly enough to avoid a crash), so probably worth a go - if you get it in a sale and can risk not being able to play!
Mouse and keyboard seems better, I found the bird awkward to control with a controller.. Second Steam game I got. Its pretty
fun but I wish It had all the features. If you like pandas, koalas, horses, and large cats, this is the game for you
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